
Rules & Regulations

 Lifts and drops are allowed only in the Solo/Showcase Event.

 Showcases shall not exceed 3 minutes please!

 Closed Bronze Level is Restricted to Bronze Syllabus

 Closed Silver Level is Restricted to Bronze & Silver Syllabus

 Closed Gold Level is Restricted to Bronze, Silver & Gold Syllabus

 Closed Bronze, Silver & Gold must be apart of the NDCA approved 
syllabus

 No responsibility for loss or theft in the changing rooms, ballroom, or hotel can be accepted by the organizers of the event. 
The organizers also cannot be held liable for injury sustained by persons attending the Iowa Dancesport Classic. 

 Multi-dances and Scholarships: Must dance the same dances in single dance entries in order to do a multi dance or 
scholarship. If not at least 3 people in scholarships then winners will get half of the original price. 

 Each Couple will be allowed to dance five consecutive levels if doing Pro/Am or Am/Am (newcomer, pre-bronze, 
intermediate bronze, full bronze, open bronze) 

 Newcomer: Only students who have had less then 50 lesson hours are allowed in this level. 

 All entries received AND PAID IN FULL before or on the earlybird date will receive the earlybird price. Students my add 
additional entries after early bird date but will have to pay regular price. 

 Cancellation Policies: 50 % refund until April 7th. No refunds after April 14th.

 You may dance in two consecutive age categories but you must go down in age categories. 

 Amateurs that are competing will need to compete in the age category of the youngest person in the partnership. 

 If there aren’t enough couples entered in a category, the organizers are allowed to merge or cancel it.

 While on the competition premises, competitors shall conduct themselves in a civil sportsmanlike manner at all times. 

 It is the competitors’ responsibility to be in attendance in advance of the advertised time scheduled for the events they are 
entering. We can start 30 minutes before your scheduled start time. 

 No competitor shall harass or question a judge about his/her personal reasons for marking. 

 Videotaping of the Workshops is only allowed during the review portion (last 5 minutes) of each Workshop. 

 All entries paid with credit card are subject to a 4% surcharge. Only Cash and Check accepted at the door. 



Questions? Contact: Iowa Dancesport Classic, (319) 545-2580
iowadancesport@gmail.com www.iowadancesportclassic.com

http://www.iowadancesportclassic.com/
mailto:iowadancesport@gmail.com

